
                                     

 
 

           Ming Lin Co.,Ltd. 
When fashion meets environmental protection, renew life from old fabrics 

 
Minglin Lace will bring you a completely different innovative experience again at TITAS 2023 
Taipei Textile Exhibition! 
 
Breaking away from the stereotyped impression of 
"traditional industries", when fashion meets 
environmental protection, how to recreate life from old 
fabrics, what kind of sparks will it spark? 
 
Minglin Lace and the students of the Fashion Department 
of Kunming University have used their creativity to create 
30 to 50 retro-style costumes and shapes by using the 
discarded edges and retro amoeba fabrics of "Renmei 
Trademark" and "Minglin Lace". 
 
And combined with the development of electric vehicles 
in the school, a section of "Return to the Bright Era – 
Sustainable Fashion Show of Electric Antique Cars" will be 
designed. 
 

At the same time, using Minglin Lace's unique 
embroidery lace waste fabric combined with student 
hand-knitting techniques to create 2 fashionable lace 
fashions, which were shortlisted for the 2023 AW 
Taipei Fashion Week and were designed in Songyan 
Cultural and Creative Park in March this year Public 
performances between colleges and universities. The 
students reinterpreted "lace waste" and combined 
the theme of Tainan's 400 years to create fashionable 
clothing, which was well received at the exhibition.  

 
Minglin Lace not only introduces the old and brings forth the new in fabrics, but also develops 
a series of creative lace fabrics by combining technological materials and local cultural themes, 
such as: light storage lace, hardened lace, etc., unique lace fabrics; at the same time, it also 

 

 

 

 



actively promotes sustainable fashion The spirit of linking up with various colleges and 
universities, investing in education and training, and combining the creativity of teachers and 
students to develop a number of unique creative works, will also give full play to the creative 
value of the zero-size cloth code in the company. 
 
Minglin Lace will widely use the unique and luxurious characteristics of embroidery lace art in 
fashion clothing and home decoration construction products at TITAS 2023, and is committed 
to creating a new experience of style lace art for consumers and buyers. 
 
**For more information, please click our website : http://www.minglinlace.com/ 


